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WORD DETECTIUES???
A Marshall professor says profs may make special efforts to spot plagiarism - spending a lot of

time checking through1>ooks to spot whether a student has cheated. Story on Page 5.

Rhyme along with me
Poetry may not be your thing. but it is
an outlet for many. The MU pc;:,try scene
is explored.
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Indian-summer ending

Huntington, w.va.

meteorol_
o gist

Cold weather
. .
c_reep1ng 1n
for weekend
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By ANISSA HENDERSON

1

Reporter

Put away your shorts and T-shirts
because the area's recentlndian summer is over, said a National Weather
Service· meteorologist.
Jim M. Harrison said the extended
forecast calls for clear skies today
and Saturday with temperatures
reaching the middle 50s.
A high pressure system centered
east of Huntington mixed with a
southern flow of warm air and
created the nice weather the region
has been experiencing, Harrison
said.
This air mass, combined with the
recent outbreak of forest fires, helped
make the skies smokey, he said.
However, Thursday the air flow
changed directions from south to
north, causing a Canadian air mass
to flush out the high pressure system and cleared the skies, he said.
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Today's focus:
Mom seminar
to end week
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Women's Center Fall Focus
Week winds up today with
a meeting for moms.
Mothers' Support Group
will meet from noon to 1
p.m. in Prichard Hall 143
and discuss common concerns of student and working mothers, said Patricia
Matters, coordinator of the
, Women's Center.
· The seminar- will offer
possible solutions, suggest ,
resources and build a supportive network for the participants, she said•
"After being a mother for
12 yea,-s, it's sometimes dif_ficult to find the time to be a
mom, a graduate·assistant .
and a wife," said Loraine
H. Stout, Huntington graduate student.
Mother's Support Group
will continue to meet Fridays in PH 143, Matters
said.
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Students no longer wlll be able to wear shorts and alt
outsl~e to study or relax because the area's recent
Indian summer Is coming to an end, said a Natlo"'81

Weather Service meteorologist. Students can expect
highs In the middle 50s this weekend.

Science crisis ridiculous, dean says
'•

feet to accomodate some 4,000 students.
.
Now, the college must accomodate 4,600 students in the
33,000 square feet of space available in the Science Building
When plans for the Science Building renovation project Annex and the limited usage it has of the old building, he
started in 1977, Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, dean of the College of said.
Hanrahan said mismanagement has led to this crisis
Science, said he had no idea they would be incomplete 10
situation.
years later.
.
"The project has been mishandled from the beginning,"
Now, with faculty members spread all over campus and
general disorder within the science program, Hanrahan he said.
The Board of Regents effectively stopped the project in
said the college is in a crisis situation.
"It's bad enough for the faculty, but it's really hurting the spring 1983 and it didn't get back on track until last October,
students at this point," he said. "We don't even have a he said.
"We had three years where essentially nothing was going
facility we can use."
Hanrahan said the university had full use of the old on," he said. "If that time would have. been utilized, the
science building in 1977. This included about 65,000 square - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ • e e SCIENCE, Page 12

By KELLY L. CLINE
Reporter

Loan default proposal debatable - Miller
Secretary of Education William J .
Benriett'soffice. Accordingtothereport,
Marshall's default rate is 23.5 percent.
· Student loan recipients shouldn't be
''There are some serious questions to
alarmed by a report released Wednes- be raise$1 about Secretary Bennett's
day that stated federal funding would proposal," Miller said. "There was a
be denied¥> schools with a Guaranteed report released in September called the
Student Loan default rate over 20 per- Wolfe Report which examined the
cent because the report raises as many records 'bf over 13 million cases. That
questions as it answers, said Dr. Ed W. report listed Marshall's default rate at
Miller, director of student financial 15 percent and there were just as many
assistance.
questions raised about that report.
. ,The .proposal, ,was.released by U.S: ., ·.We n~tu~ee .what his population .
By SCOTT MITCHELL
Reporter

was and where he got all of the information he used," Miller said.
Miller said one of the main problems
with Bennett's proposal is that it penalizes institutions that have no real control over student loan coHection.
"The Guaranteed Student Loans are
made by financial institutions such as
banks, credit unions and other lending
institutions, then guaranteed by state
or private agencies," Miller said. "Our
main function is to provide these insti. ..
. .See DEF.AULT, Page 12 ·
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Wil1·ds clear smoke but fan forest fires
Strong northwest winds cleared
stale smoke from the air over West
Virginia on Thursday but fanned
the flames of more than 100 forest
fires that have charred more than
34,000 acres in the past week.
In many locations, the fire.s
jumped over fire breaks installed
earlier by already fatigued firefighters. Along W.Va. Routes 3 and 94
between Hernshaw and Madison, a
20-mile stretch, fires or smoke were
visible from every point.
Three minor injuries were
reported.
Thursday was expected to be the
worst day for firefighters. A cold
front passed through the state during the m.orning - bringing wind
gusts of up to 35 miles per hour and

More than 100 forest fires have raged in West Virginia, the result of dry
fall weather. A cold front crossed the state Thursday, resulting in a wind
that cleared the smoke, but fanned fires. More than 36,000 acres of
timber have been burned.

no rain until Sunday or Monday. ·
" It is quite dangerous today for
new fires to get started," Department of Agriculture forester Gerald
Wimer said.
He said Thursday that more than
36,000 acres had been burned since
the fire season began Oct. 1 and that

Huntington mayor eyes trade
with city in Chinese coal region
HUNTINGTON Huntington Mayor Robert
Nelson has been corresponding with officials in
China's coal-producing
region with the hope of set• ting up a "sister city"
relationship.
The sister city idea was first introduced by the
Focus 2000 Health and Culture Committeelast
year. Nelson met Dr. Zhang KeFu, a visiting Chinese professor who was then visiting the University of Charleston.
Nelson said, "I took him to a Marshall bas.ketball game and we talked about setting up a cultural exchange with a .c ity in China. He liked the
idea and talked to officials when he returned
home."
Zhang, who has since returned as a visiting
profess·o r at Marshall picked Tangshan after talking to officials in that city.
The immediate goal would be to set up some
kind of trade agreement between businesses in
Huntington and the industrial city of 500,000
people.

his office knew of more than 100
fires in southwestern West Virginia.
Three fires formed a ring around _
the Madison area Thursday, which
has seen the most damage since the
fires became more prevalent last
weekend. No damage has been
reported inside the city limits, but
one home burned in rural Boone

GOPs will debate without Bush;
he has to flip at football game

Ortega returns from Moscow visit
boasting continued Soviet aid

DES MOINES, Iowa
- Vice President George
Bush has opted to attend a
college football game
rather than a weekend
matchup with his GOP
rivals.
Bush's decision not to attend the Saturday
debate in West Des Moines disappointed the other
contenders, who would like a crack at the man
most polls put at the head of the pack in Iowa.
"Somebody needs to get their priorities
straight," said Katie Boyle, a spokeswoman
Leader Bob Dole, who is running second to Bush
in Iowa. The state conducts an early test of candidate for support next February.
Dole and fellow Republicans Jack Kemp, Pete
du Pont and Alexander Haig have agreed to
attend the debate.
An hour before the forum begins, Bush is scheduled to flip a .coin to help start the Division III
matchup between the Wartburg Knights and the
Upper Iowa Peacocks.

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - President Daniel
Ortega returned from Moscow Thursday and said he
had received promises of
continued Soviet aid to
help Nicaragua fight the
U.S.-backed Contra rebels.
Ortega said that without Soviet help "our country would not have the material resources to resist
the aggression."

Stopgap Contra aid bill passes

Camp to be renamed for artist

•'

HUNTINGTON - A Cabell County resident
whose wildlife paintings turned into a sheet of 50
U.S. Postal Service stamps will now also have a 4H camp bearing his mark.
The Cabell County 4-H Camp and 1,000 acres of
surrounding farm.land will be renamed in Chuck
Ripper's honor at a reception Nov. 17.
" It seemed so natural. Chuck certainly does his
best at picturing wildlife," said Dave McGinnis, a
member of the county 4-H facilities development
committee.

County on Tuesday.
On a hill behind Black's Foodland
in Madison on Thursday, a fire that
had flickered 200 yards away Wednesday night was within 20 feet of
the parking lot and 50 feet of the .
store at noon.
"The wind's really helped it along
today. That's what the problem is
today. It's come over the hill
extremely quick," said Fred Clark
Jr., the store's manager.
At Racine, near Madison, firefighters are going out only when the
fires approach homes or outbuildings, officials said.
One of the hardest hit areas was
Mingo County, where Wimer said
that more than 8,000 acres were on
fire.

WASHINGTON - House Democratic opponents of aid to Nicaragua's Contra rebels backed
off from an impending fight over the issue Thursday, fearing a possible loss might send negative
signals as the deadline arrived for implementation of a.five-nation peace agreement in Central
America.
The issue had been raised as the House took up
a stopgap money bill to keep the government running past Tuesday. The legislation, passed on a
vote of 256-159, included $3.2 million in non-lethal
aid for the Contras.

Thursday is the first deadline of a new peace
plan for Central America. That night, Ortega was
to announce moves toward the plan's implementation at a giant pro-government rally.
The five nations originally were given until
Thursday to implement the accd'rd, signed Aug. 7
by the presidents of El Salvador, Costa Rica,
Nicaragua, Guatemala and Honduras.
But with progress on cease-fires stalled in El
Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala, the region's
foreign ministers said last week the five would
only have to show progress toward peace by that
deadline.
Ortega complained in a br.o adcast on state radio
that the American press was trying to portray the
Nicaraguan economy as bankrupted by the Sandinista revolution and the Soviet Union as unwilling to continue aid.
"But these acts demonstrate the opposite," he
said. "Soviet cooperation, the way things are now,
is the greatest that Nicaragua receives from any
country in the international community."
He also said he traveled to the Soviet capital
"aware that this trip was being used by President
Reagan as a pretext in order to approve $270 million in aid to the Contras."

Religious Directory=======
Twentieth Street Baptist Church Dr.
Neil W. Hoppe. 20th Street & Weekly
Services: Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Sun•
day Worship 10:45 a .m.; Sunday 7 p.m.
Transportation: Call if needed.
High/awn Presbyterian Church: Dr. R.
J c:lckson Haga. 2814 Collis Avenue .
Phone 522-1676. Weekly Services: Sunday Sc hool 9:45 a.m.; Worship 11 a.m.;
Sunday Youth Fellowship6p.m. (call for
l<><:c:ltio n); Wednesday Bible Study 7 p.m.
First Church of Christ, Scientist: Eleventh Aw . and T welfl h St. Reading Room.
5 04 T e nth S t. Pho n e 522 -2784 .

11-3. W~Setvr:es: SundaySchool/Church
11:00 a.m., Wednesday Evening Meeting
7:30 p.m.

Fifth Avenue Baptist: Dr. R.F. Smith Jr.
1135 Fifth Ave. Phone 523-0115. Weekly
Services: Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Sunday Worship 10:45 a .m.; Wednesday
Supper 5: 15 p.m.;Wednesday BibleStudy
6:30 p.m. Transportaiion: Available by
ca lling c hurc h o ff ice, 523 -011 5 .
Apostolic Church, 350 Staunton Road ,
Guyandotte. Office 525-4204 or 525-545 I.
Senior Pastor-G. Kitchen; Pastor-E.S.
Harper. Sunday Services: 9:50 a. m.; Sun-

day School 7:30 p .m.; Evangelis tic Ser·
vice: Tues. 7:30 p.m. Bible Study Thurs.
7:30 p.m. Youth Services. Transportation
available.

Unitarian Fellowship of Huntington.
Meetings begin every Sunday at 11:00
a.m. 619 Sixth Ave. 525-8852. PresidentLinda Goddard.
Otterbein United Methodist Church.
2044 5th Ave. Ph. 525-9664. Reverend J .
William DeMoss. Services-Sunday mom•
ing worship 9:30 a.m.; Sunday School
10:30 a.m.; Sunday evening service 7:00
p.m. Wednesday FamilyJ~ight~6;QppJV.,

Sack Supper; Bible S tudy 6:45 p.m.
Wed, evening Choir Practice 7:45 p.m.

Farmdale Church of Christ. 6476 Farmdale Road, Barboursville . 736-5447. Walter Brewer, Minister; Tim Snyder, Youth
Minister. Sunday School 9 a.m.; Worship Service 10 a.m.; Sunday evening
wors hip 7 p.m.; Wednesday Service 7
p.m.; C lasses and activites for college
students. Transportation available upon
request:
. , , •. . •.. .
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OP-inion
Editorials

Move MU, WVU out
It was unfortunate to hear house educatio·n
chairman Lyle Sattes, on campus Thursday,
~efend the current structure of higher education governance.
There were ideas tossed out about dividing
t~e Board of Regents, separating and puttmg Marshall and West Virginia University
together under their own, autonomous structure. This is a concept that has been floating
about for some time.
A!}d, it is an idea whose time has come.
Marshall, and other schools, have not benefited from the BOR. We are ranked 8th in
per-student funds allo~ted by the board, when
we should be second - right under WVU.
This has not changed since 1961.
Also, the percentage of funding for higher
education has shrunk from 18 percent of the
state budget to 12 percent since the BOR was
created.
One of the -key problems with the BOR is
that it has its hands in too many baskets. The
board must govern everything from a landgrant university to two-year community colleges.
It can't h~ndle it. For, somehow, through
god~knows what means, based on god-knows
what logic, the board has given more to
smaller callege&-than to its two universities.
To wit, if was WVU ·and· Marshall that
would have had to close last year when Gov.
Arch Moore cut spending. Smaller college
representatives said they had the reserve
funds to stay open.
Obviously, something is severely screwed.
And that something has to do with a board
made up of community leaders and Moore
croonies who are not - repeat not - professional, education administrators. They simply
ddn't know enough about the system to help
it or they lack guts and imagination to try.
Thus, there is little hope that Marshall will
ever get its due under such a structure.
We are suffocating. It also should be noted
that Marshall is not the only school suffering
under this logic-defying system.
Why, then, do state lawmakers such as
Sattes - a usually well-informed advocator
of education - defend it?
His argument certainly isn't consistent.
Sattes contends that higher education
should have only one governing body overseeing all of it. Overwise, factions will compete for dollars.
1
But, doesn't each institution under the current BOR structure compete for money,
anyway?
Sattes says no. Yet, at the same time, lie
says Marshall will not be able to move up in
per-student funding until more money is given ·
.to the entire board. Otherwise, he says, money
would have to be taken from other schools
and given to Marshall and that would just
n9t sit well.
·
That, my friend, is competing.for dollars.
Ma ny la wmakers say they strongly support Marshall. If this is true, it follows that
they would be supportive of removing Mar,shall from that which harms it. It's been
shown that the BOR harms it.
Logically, then, the best way to help Marshall is to get us out from under the wings of
that impotent, incompetent board.

Letters

Commentaries

·DENISE"LEVERTOV
Attending abstract poet' speech
reveals some co·ncrete realiti•es
It wasn't planned.
I di~n't crawl out of~ed Wednesday morning
knowmg I would be gomg to see Denise Levertov later in the day.
·
I entered the managing editor's office early
Wednesday morning thinking someone in the
advanced reporting class would cover the poet's
public- lecture. As it turns out I volunteered to
· write the story.
'
In a way, I knew I wanted to go. Being a closet
poet myself, I was curious to see what a "real"
poet looked like.
I showed up about 15 minutes early for the
3:30 p.m. lecture. This. is when the unexpected
hit me again.
While looking for a seat in the crowded Alumni
Lounge, I l>~mped into one of my favorite high
school Enghsh teachers who was escorting her
ad~anced senior class to the lectlµ'e. I sat down
beside her and we began discussing Levett,ov;
I ~ed my best to wing it: I .knew absolutely
nothing about, the poet ·except for her name.
Mrs; Clark wasn't fooled.
Before long I blatantly admitted my ignorance. She mentioned how Levertov's poetry
really is liberal for her age.
"How old is she?" I asked.
"She was born in 1928.~
"Oh."
She then handed me about 10 pieces of paper
stapled together that outlined the poets life and
contained a few examples of her work. I was
leafing through the·information when the lecture was mov.e d to the Don Morris Room.
Finally, I wov.ld see a "real" poet.
~t wasn'.t long until Levertov emerged after
being praised by two Department of English
faculty members.
I. was surprised, but not disappointed.
Unlike the angelic or mystical spirit I always
envisioned, Levertov's feet actually touched the
ground when she walked and there wasn't that
golden aura emanating from her that I always
th_o ught separated the "real" poets from the

~...

Dunlap
amateurs.
Yet another of my childhood visions was
shattered. Not only was there not a· Santa
Claus, but "real" poets actually were "real"
people. Somehow Emily Dickinson and William
Butler yeats never will be the same ~ain.
Neanng 60, Levertov st9o<i before me in a b_ l_u_e_
pa!teqied dress. She was slight in build and her
hair was peppered with gray. If anything she
looked like.someone's great aunt.
'
.. I ~on't begin to critique her poetry as I
imagine The Parthenon would be-flooded with
letters disagreeing with my analysis. It's not that I didn't enjoy the lecture. I'm just not familiar'with her work.
"
However, I will say I had \O admire Levertov
for her courage.. Standing before me this lady
~ho looked like someone's great aun't was harm~ her soul for eyeryone to see - something
this closet poet probably never 'will do.
My thoughts began to digress as I watched
the poet in motion. A feeling of deja vu set in.·
It had been ne~rly three years since I last
attended a lecture like this. Instead of working
on a ~ewspaper article, I was a student in Mrs.
Clark s advanced class who was seemingly
coerced into attending a lecture about the
witc~s in Shakespeare's MacBeth.
I, along with several of my classmates had
l~tera,lly ~ombed a test on Samuel Taylor Colendge s Rime of the Ancient Mariner and to preserve our precious A's we attended that lecture
for extra credit.
I guess some things never change. But next
time, I think I'll attend for myself.
'

The

Parthenon

The Parthenon is published Tuesday through Friday by
M_arshall University in conjunction with classes of the W. Page
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Free Advice
The Parthenon runs a bi-monthly advice column
Ask Amy. Questions should be mailed or hand del~
vered to Am'( Bolen, Parthenon newsroom Room
311, Smith Hall, Marshall campus, (Huntingto~, W. Va.
25701). Questions may be anonymous.

Abbey

Errors that appear in The Parthenon may be reported
by calling 696-6696 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on
weekdays. Factual errors that appear in The Parthenon
will be corrected on Page 3 as soon as p-ossible after the
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Broadcasters
gathering for
convention

Faculty
on File

Student chapter looks
to_begin dialbgu~ _
with professionals

Some professors would
consider leaving a better known school and
higher salary for Marshall a step down, but
Dr. Sarah, B. Fowler,
professor of p}lilosophy, ·
said she likes the team
environment here. 'This
fall she left Bow ling
Green State University
to join Marshall's faculty.

By KAREN BERGER

Reporter
Approximately 150 advisers and students from four states and the District
of Columbia are in Huntington this
weekend for a regional broadcasting
convention hosted by Marshall's Alpha
Epsilon Rho student chapter.
The university's chapter of the
national broadcasting society is hosting the organization's 1987 East Central Regional convention which started
Thursday at the Radisson Hotel.

Stepping down step up for prof.essor
By TERESA L. PLUMLEY
Staff Correspondent

What could be the com·mon denominator between biomedical ethics, dancing and wat.ching the river? A better
question would be, Who is the common denominator?
The answer is Dr. Sarah B. Fowler, professor of philosophy, who joined the Marshall faculty this semester.
The New York native received her doctorate of philosophy from Temple University, and a masters degree in
dance from Temple, then taught for three years · at
Bowling Green State University before coming to
Marshall.
·
Why would someone leave a higher-paying job at a
school with more name recognition to come to Marshall, a
lesser known school, and receive a smaller pay check?
"I kept up on all the problems Marshall was experiencing and I still wanted to com~ because l liked the idea .o f
teaching in a team environment and I liked what it had to
offer," she said.

Both deal with a sense of order and motion."
There are other reasons she came to Marshall. One, she
is impressed with the vanety of art and entertainment
events Marshall has to offer. "Arts are very important to
our existence and it helps us to understand ourselves.
Another reason is the students. She said they are less
passive and are more willing to p~rticipate in trying to
get their education. She said students talking back and
forth with the tea cher in the classroom is also important
to her.
I

The growth of medical technology and the ability to
sustain and create life is the central cause for the growth
in interest of biomedical ethics, Fowler said.
"People are trying to decide when it is a ppropriate to
use these achievements in important decisions," she said.
"Topics like euthanasia , abortion, informed consent,
paternalism and doctor and patient relationships are
some people are c~ncerned about."

A way to relax for Fowler is wat.ching the tugboats on
the Ohio River and just wat.ching the river in general. She
also likes dance and reading science fiction novels.
· Fowler said "outsiders" not understanding or valuing
" With science fiction Wt:! can be suspended in our world
education enough to make the proper decisions to place , and go into another one to see if we can figure out probenough money in!(> the system is the problem with Mar- lems in the other one," she said. "It shakes us loose and
shall finances.
we can consider different options."
And why would a philosophy professor be interested
· Even though she is just getting·settled in, she said she
enough in dance to get a masters degree?
has some goals in mind. " It is hard to say any one specific ·
" Dance has always been a lifelong interest of mine," · goal that I would like to accomplish but I want to help
she said. " I hope to eventually work with the dance pro- Marshall grow in any way I can," she said, " Despite the
gram here. Many people wonder how tbe two are related. economic-problems this place has a lot going for it. We're
To me there is logic in movement and movement in logic. on the move and that is the name of the game."
,

'

The ·M arshall University
Escalade i~ now accepting
stud_ent essays for publication
in the Spring-Fall '87 issue.
Typed essays on any subject
may be submitted to the Philos'ophy
Department- HH 415 no later
than Nov. 25
-Show
Off Your Work,

Get Published!

The activities began Thursday evening with a prese_ntation of an documentary titled ''The Rock-N-Roll Time Machine." Regional broadcasting professionals will · make presentations Friday. Convention activities are in the
second floor Grande Ballroom.
Andy Ridenhour, producer of National
Public Radio's "Mountaion Stage" program, will be keynote speaker at Friday's luncheon.
Alpha Epsilon Rho recognizes broadcasting. students for grade point averages and significant contributions to
campus broadcast programs. The organization has more than 100 chapters in
48 states, with a membership of more
than 2,200 students and professional
broadcasters.
"The purpose of the convention is the
bring togt:ther professional and students," Corley F. Dennison, assistant
·professor ofspeech and chapter adviser,
said. The chapter wants to try to open
up dialogue between students and professional, he saia.
,
The conventio~ is conducted in a different region every year since the late
40's after World War IL Advisers that
will attend from Marshall are Dennison, Dr. Dorothy R. Johnson, professor
and chairman of the speech department, and Charles G. Bailey, ass~stant
professor of speech and faculty adviser
ofWMUL-FM.

1301 3rd Ave.
522-1823
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Restructuring BOR on Legislature's mind
By BILL FRANCE
Special Correspondent

The current structure of the governing body of higher education may be
altered, the House Education chairman said Thursday.
·
Del. F. Lyle Sattes, on campus Thursday for a speech and luncheon, said a
study commission has been -addressing the question of restructuring the
Board of Regents for more than a year
and will discuss it during the spring
legislative session.
"I think they should delegate a lot
more of the decision-making that goes
on at the board level now, to the campus," he said. "I think the Legislature
would assist in any way it could to
help that come about."
Sattes also discussed at a press conference the possibility of a Marshall/West Virginia University "superboard." He said this idea is along the

lines of a proposal made in 1980 by
the Academy of Educational Development. The academy recommended
the board be divided into three separate ones.
One board would serve the two
state universities, while another would
govern the four-year institutions and
a third would watch over the two-year
institutions.
Sattes does not favor the plan. "We
felt (in 1980) like that would create a
split which would not be helpful to
higher education in the long run." He
said having two or three boards would
make for too much competition for
money.
He added that stat.es that tried this
type of separate - or "weaker" boards have found them to be unpro-..
ductive and have returned to one
"strong central board."
Sattes said he did not think the
board unable to handle the range of

state colleges and universities under
it, as was suggested by a reporter's
question. The board js able to recognize the differences between a landgrant institution, such as WVU, and
two-year community colleges and can
manage them effectively, he said.
"If you have multiple boards you
have competition between the various entities of higher education, which
would, in my judgement, lead to less
rather than more funding."
, Sattes, however, said the BOR takes
on too many of the smaller decisions
that campuses should be handling.
In bet~r delegating, he said, the
regents could free up more time to
devise funding strategies.
· As far as the failed attempt last
spring to make this the Year of Education, Sattes said the state is heading down the same road this year perhaps an even rockier one.
"Right now there is a lot offighting,
bickering and finger pointing," he

said during the President's Cabinet
meeting. "There has to be a cooperative attitude between the Legislature
and executive branch, which I don't
see any evidence of." Sattes said he
had written to Gov. Arch Moore last
year, proposing that they work together for the sake of education, but
had gotten no response.
But, he-said, it is too early to predict
because no one knows how much the
money the state will have for the coming fiscal year. He could not say
whether lawmakers will be able to
give back $8.2 million that was cut
from higher education this summer.
In rjltrospect, Sattes said the state
could have afforded a budget that
included a $15 million improvement
package for higher education, which
was passed by the House but cut in
the final budget. _The revenue estimates provided by Moore at that time
were less than what it looks like the
state will bring in, he said.

Plagiarism: If professors suspect, t~~Y ~heck
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the second In a
two-part series on plagiarism. This part
.wllf deal ·with what teachers do with a
paper they suspect hn been plagiarized
and what a student can do If accused of
plagiarism. The first part dealt with the
new emphasis on plagiarism and how
some teachers try to prevent It and how
the.can recognize a plagiarized paper.

By DAVID A. JENKINS
Staff Editor

So you have written your term paper
and handed it in. But you're·still nervous. Why?
Because you have plagiarized.
In Thursday's a rticle, one English
professor told of some items that tip off
teachers to a plagiarized paper.
Dr. Rainey Duke said when a student's writing style, vocabulary, orga niza tion and sentence structure change
for the better, it signals teachers tha t
the papel" may have been plagiarized.
So what? Teachers do not have enough
time to check every paper they think
has been plagiarized. Right? Wrong.

. Duke said if she suspects plagiarism,
she will spend from 30 to 45 minutes in
the library trying to find material. She
also said she spot checks every paper
from her freshmen English c::lasses for
accuracy.
One big factor that also helps teachers, especially English, is their knowledge of literary works, Duke said.
After discovering a paper has been
plagiarized, Duke said she always
makes a copy of the plagiarized material and also copies the student's paper
for her records.
After that, Duke said she decides
what the penalty should be; flunking
the student, giving an "F" for the paper
or lowering the grade on the paper. She
said this decision depends on the severity of the plagiarism.
Duke said sometimes she does not
talk to the student about the incident;
only in the most extreme cases when
she advises the student to drop the
course.
She did say, however, she writes a
note on the paper she returns to the
student explaining why she thinks the
paper is plagiarized and what she has

Themost
exciting few hours
you'lls~nd

done,about it. Als<fshe said she tries to
attach the . article the student copied
from or.at least the page number(s) of
the plagiarized article.
Once accused of plagiarism, students
have certain legal rights and actions
they may take as stated-in the "Student
Rights and Resporisibilities."
When a student is accused of plagiarism, hei she can sign a letter of admission and resolve it at the departmental
level. At this level, the maximum
penalty is flunking the course.
- Ifthe student does not believe he/ she
is.g uilty, or if the chairman believes the
penalties are insufficient for the specific act, the case would be forwarded to
an academic officer, with the rank of
dean.
After this, if either side is still unsatisfied, the case would be heard by an
academic appeals committee.
Dr. Carol A. Smith, vice president for
academic affairs, said she is only a ware
of cases of plagiari!lm that go through
the whole system, and she said n o
cases have gone through the process
since she has been at Marshall.

Greene~
.f3eauty Salon

- allweek.

Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate.
Lead. And develop the
confidence and skills you won't
get from a textbook. Enroll
in Army ROTC as one
of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Advanced registration
is going on NOW!
For more·information
contact Cpt. Bill Watkins
at 696"-2642, GH RM-217.
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-WPBY tonight:
AIDS info
By R. MARTIN SPEARS
Reporter

An Informative look at the
effects of the fatal disease AIDS
on heterosexuals will air at 1O
p.m. tonight on WPBY-TV.
The program, "AIDS: ChangIng the Rules," begins with a
documentary featuring Ron
Reagan, the president's son. The
program then shifts to panel
discussions by AIDS experts In
the fields of medicine and education.
While the documentary points
out that abstinence Is the best
protection against contracting
the disease, It also provides
details for safer sex practices.
A discussion moderated by
Judy Woodruff will follow the
25-mlnute documentary. Panelists will discuss the danger of
contracting AIDS by sexuallyactive heterosexuals and the posslblllty of condom failure.

1211 3rd Ave. 1st floor
Emmons Bldg .
522-1107
Walk - Ins Welcome!

10% Discount for Marshall Students
With Valid I.D. on Any Salon Service
'
Welcoming Our New .Stylists:
Debbie Cornwell • Shawn Morrison • Linda Stiltner

• We Carry Nexus Produc~s
. • Greene's is a.full-service salon
• Dynex machine facials
and skin care
. .
.
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Poet writes for therapy, not publication
I

By KELLY L. CLINE
Reporter

A famous writer once said, "Poetry isn't a gift.
It's a curse."
Although student poet Timothy Wellman, Kenova junior and English-creative writing major at
Marshall, couldn't remember exactly .who quipped
this line, he said he could readily identify with it.
"Poetry has always been a form of therapy for
me," he said. "I think when my life is going well I
don't write as much."
Wellman said he has been interested in writing
from the time he was a child. "My first works were
probably written on the wall when I was two years
old," he said. " I can't really remember ever not
writing."
At the age of 28, Wellman said he thinks his
poetry has finally reached a stage where it is comparable with any other living American poet's
works. And Wellman will get the opportunity to
prove this to himself. He was scheduled to meet
with Denise Levertov, considered one of the most
important American poets of the last .20 years.
Wellman was one of five poets selected by the
Department of English to have a 30-minute conference with Levertov.
Although Wellman has won several awards and
his works have been printed in Marshall's literary
magazine "Et Cetera," he said he has never
attempted to send his poetry to a magazine for
publication.
Wellman said he was influenced by the writings
of his favorite poet Sylvia Plath. "We both write
confessional poetry," he said. "Death, suffering
and sex often serve as catalysts for my po~try."
Wellman said his high regard for Plath inspired
him to write a poem to her. "I write a lot of my
poems to dead people," he said. "It's sort of a lost
art."
•
In "Sylvia," Wellman said he attempted to make
a statement about the way the world treats· all
poets, using Plath's life as an example.
"Poets are the lepers of any society," Wellman

said.
He attributes this to the fact that most poets are
attempting to achieve an art form with their writing, which he said the average individual cannot
comprehend.
"Poets are striving to reach for something that
is art, and are often disregarding the average person on the street," he said. "In the same vein, a
really good stage actor is totally shamed by the
movie industry because he is trying to create
something that means more than a billboard.'-'
Wellman pointed out that poetry comprehension is a learned experience which one must build
up to. "The average college student won't put in
the time _to learn the basics before he can actually
understand poetry," he said. "They'll read a poem,
and because they can't understand it, they automatically dismiss it as being nothing. "
Poets seem to breed out of society's lack of
regard for them, according to Wellman. "It's us
against them in a '!{ay," he said. "Most poet~ write
for other poets because no one else will read them."
This fact does not bother Wellman, who has
little concern for what the "general public" thinks
about his poetry.
·
"I would much rather have the praise of a select
few professors who know something about poetry
than of a broad audience who just gobbled up my
work," he said. "My goal is .to create art, not to
write for Hallmark."
,
Wellman said he usually starts writing lines on
paper after he formulates the idea for a poem. " I
may write 100 lines orso, pull out 20 that are good,
and then work that into a poem." he said.
Wellman's plans for the future include graduate
school and earning a Ph.D. before going on to
teach English. He said he believes recognition for
his poetry is more important than earning money.
He also states that his ultimate goal is to gain
distinction for his work from a select group of
people who understand it. "I would die for fame,"
he said. " If I knew that I could die, and that
because I was dead, my poetry would be better
accepted by a select few, I would do that for a spot
of immortality."

Sylvia
The captured breath in a bell jar
Speaks of your dissolution.
The words fall into themselves like waves
Of an ocean which has witnessed
A black baptism,
An unholy ritual in which the gods
Of love and hope were. drowned.
Poetry was a gas to youIt chok ed the affections from your throat
And burned the illusions from your eye,.
The dull bells melt ·to the original alloys
A nd the voice ·of God is anthologized.
When you were down
The world kicked hard;
In dead winter, the pipes frozen ,
The birds not singing,
You melted your blood
To warm your babies
And coat your visions.
What was it you saw?
A skinny Jew in Auschwitz,
Or a fat child in a Nazi summer school
Where the headmaster kept bees
And walked with a limp ?
The wounds that counted never healed.
Peatry flowed from' them;
With every verse,
You ripped away the scabs,
Dipped in your pen, and wrote.
For some ailments, dying is the only cure.
Timothy M. Wellman

1-----------------,-------Writing poetry - innate or learned talent~

Students say creative ex,
but profes~ors say basic
By KELLY J. HINES
Reporter

Staff pl,010 by CHRIS HANCOCK

Dr. Joan Adkins, professor of English, said she favors
"enlarged conversation, not a lecture" to teach her poetry
class.

Can poetry be taught or is it just
something that comes naturally?
Some MU English professors agree
poetry is very personal and comes from
within the individual, but they say
basic instruction is important.
Dr. William C. Ramsey, professor of
English, said he exposes his students
to a variety of different types of writing
in hopes it will appeal to a certain
interest.
"I begin with a variety of types and
models of poems",'' he said. " If I can
kindle some interest, I hope to help
young poets write the type of work the
others would be interested in."
Also an advocate of a good poetic
foundation is Dr. Joan F. Adkins, professor of English. She said she favors
"enlarged conversation, not a lecture,"
and enlightens students to the devices
that make poetry ''poetry" and what
makes it work. Adkins asks for stu-

dents to submit poetry in class for discussion but she does not grade it.
Poetic interpretation is also something that comes from inside each person, Adkins said.

''

There is also less idealism in to9ay's
young poets ... They're trying to
find someone to believe in. They
aren't finding it in government or
religious leaders.·

,.

Dr. Joan F. Adkins
"I simply say, 'These are the devices
and techniques we have studied,' " she
said. "And in their individual interpretations I try to see the degree of penetration of what I have taught.''
Disagi,eeing, John E. Cornell, South
Charleston senior in classical studies,
said poetry is the "sort of thing a professor can grade a student on how well
I
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Poetic talents used to participate in life
Image," was published after World War II. Written during the war years when she worked as a
nurse in the British Hospital in Paris and St.
Luke's Hospital in London, the book dealt more
with isolation and sepai:ation rather than the poverty, death and disease she encountered.
In 1948, she moved to the United States after her
marriage to an American novelist. Although the
marriage did not last, ~vertov remained in this
country to become an American poet. She became
a naturalized citizen in 1956.

By VINA HUTCHINSON
Impressions editor

Denise Levertov is a poet and activist who
believes poets should use their talents to participate fully in life. _
Described as "an important and established
poet ... whose poems are widely admired and
anthologized" ("Dictionary ofLiterary Biography"),
Levertov was on campus this week as part of the
Birke Writers Series, sponsored by the DepartmentofEnglish and the Birke Fine Arts Symposium.
Levertov has been active in various causes. In
1965, she initiated the "Writers' and Artists' Protest against the War in Vietnam." A 1971 collection of her poetry, "To Stay Alive," included "Life
at War."
·
In 1972, Levertov journeyed to North Vietnam.
Her experiences while there are recollected in "The
Freeing of the Dust," her latest · collection of
poetry.
Today, she is active in the anti-nuclear movement.

''

A sense of history must involve a sense of the
present, a vivid awareness of change, a realif:ation that what was appropriate in this or
that situation in the past is inadequate to the
standards of the present.

,,

People are always asking me how I can ·reconcile poetry and political action, poetry and
talk of revolution.

Denise l.cftrtov

''

In "The Poet in the World," a 1974 collection of
her essays, Levertov wrote, "People are always
asking me how I can reconcile poetry and political
action, poetry and talk of revolution. Don't you
feel, they say to me, that you and other poets are
betraying your work as poets when you spend time
participating in sit-ins, marching in the streets,
helping to write leaflets, talking to people about
capitalism, imperialism, racism, male chauvinism,
oppression of all kinds?"
Levertov continued, "My answer is no; precisely
because I am a poet, I know, and those other poets

Lcvertov
Oenlae Levertov, poet.
who do likewise know, that we lnust fulfill the
poet's total inv9lvement in life in this aspect also."
Levertov, a recipient of the Guggenheim Fellowship in 1962, said she believes poets should
question whether they are observers or participants in life. " ...A sense of history must involve a
sense of the present, a vivid awareness of change,
a response to crisis, a realization that what was
appropriate in this or that situation in the past is
inadequate to the standards of the present, that we
are living our whole lives in a state of emergency
which is - for reasons I'm sure I don't have to
spell out for you by discussing nuclear and chemical weapons or ecological disasters or threats unparalleled in all history," she wrote.
Levertov said poets write bad political poetry
when "they let themselves write deliberate, opinionated rhetoric, misusing their art as propaganda."
Levertov's first book of poetry, "The Double

''

Levertov has held a variety of academic positions. From a job teaching English in the Netherlands during the 1940s and poetry craft at the City
College at the City University of New York, Levertov hasiectured at Vassar College in New York,
the University of California at Berkeley, the.Massachuetts Institute of Technology, Kirkland College in New York, the University of Cincinnati,
and Tufts University in Massachuettts. She also
worked as poetry editor for "Nation" in the 1960s
and "Mother Jones" in the 1970s.
The poet has published 15 volumes of poetry,
three collections, and two volumes of prose. In
addition to the Guggenheim Fellowship, Levertov
also has received the Bess Hokins Prize, Longview
Award, the Inez Boulton Prize, a National Institute of Arts and Letters grant, and the Morton
Dauwen Zabel Memorial Prize.
Levertov is one oftwo writers who will appear in
1987-88 as part of the series.

nt?_ _ _ __.:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----"1

'l<pression c8/1't b-e taught,
c instru-c tion im;p ortant
they express themselves poetically:
"You can teach the mechanics,"
Cornell said. "But there's more to poetry than just rhythm and rhyme.'There
are modern songs that sound good, but
don't mean a thing."
Her poetry published twice, Jackie G.
Lane-Akunne, Mayberry graduate student in journalism, said she has never
felt the need or ta~en the time to take
poetic instruction.
"I don't think creative expression is
something that can be taught to someone " Akunne said. "They can teach
you' about the rhyming scheme, but
what good are the mechanics if there
are no thoughts or feeling along with
it? It has to flow from within."
The work of young poets seem to
reflect the times in which they live,
Ramsey said. He said he remembers
the type of work he received during his
first years at Marshall in the early
· 1970s.
"Although there were very few students writing on campus, there were a
lot of different people with different

views," he said.
Both he and Adkins agree a lot of
political and social protest · poetry
emerged during this time.

,,

But there's more to poetry than
rhythm and rhyme. There are modern songs that sound good but
don't mean a thing.

.

''

-

John Cornell

"Now, I see a face of humor in what
happens in their lives," Adkins said.
''Things just happen too fast today.
There is also less idealism in today's
young poets, and more realism toward
their own lives. They're trying to find
someone to believe in. They aren't finding it in government or religious
. leaders."
Ramsey commented that poetry has
become therapeutic for some. It tends
to be devotional and personal lyrics, he

Staff photo by CHRIS HANCOCK

Rhonda Neal, Barboursvllle aenlor, ex,mlne& an aulgnment In Adkins' poetry cla11.

said.
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Campus Clips

Professional
Typing Services
"WE'LL HELP YOU MAKE THE GRADE"
(304) 512-1884

CRUISE SHIP

------COUPON·-----

NOW HIRING. M/F

fQQTLQNG
HOTDOG
FOR 99¢

School carving out core curriculum

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY - Duquesne University's core curriculum is in its first semester of full implementation.
Typical of core curriculum courses, the class "was not designed to be one
more English course in a serits from first grade up," English Professor John
Hanes, author and instructor of a core curriculum class, said.
Hanes said he would like to introduce individual discussion groups in his
class to make the material more meaningful. Outside the classroom is
"where the real learning takes place".
The number of students in courses varies from approximately 25 in a
writing course to about 75 in a course such as "Bases of Thought and
Action."

CALL NOW:
206-736-0775

· One Coupon per Person per-Visit
Coupon Expires Nov. 30

2660 5th Ave. Only

------~---~------J

FOURTl:I
4th Ave •• 12th St.

/ . ..

Alumni; freshmen working together

- ..

UNIVERSITY OFTENNESSE~.-As a special progra~, UT is catering to prospective students and selected alumni by bringing the two groups
together.

.A VE !M Mm

Dubbed the Volunteer Alumni N~twork, tQe program is a recruitment
drive staffed by alumni who donate time to give prospective students a
~etter picture of what UT is like.
Establishedin September 1984, the network now recruits in 20 state" and
the District of Columbia. There are.250 alumni who participate in the
proID"am. "The alumni volunteers have been campus leaders and alumni
leaders, and therefore have a genuine interest in bringing top quality students to the school...," Donna Bletner, assistant director of alumni affairs,
said;

!}{air Care

(304) s2s-4s11

·Hair Cuts $200 off ~J
Perms - Reg. $42.50- Now $32.50
(with hair cut and_style)

Perm Without Cut - $2500
-Free Reconditioning Treatment With Cut-- .

'Center for Excellence' •is i11 Utah
UNIVERSITY OF UT.AH - The University of Utah College of Engineering has been instrumental in the .creation of 20 to 30 high-tech "star,t
up" companies th.a t feed the economic develoP.mentofthe sta,t e through the
pr9ducts of research from higher education. ·
.

I

I.

The program, entitled "The Centers of Excellence," is sponsored through
'. th~ state's Community and Economic Development Office, It is designed to
find a core of strength in a specific area at a university and combine the
rese·arch with specific problems companies might hav~, said Pete Gerity,
assistant dean for external and community relations for the university.

TWELVE HUNDRED
THE FARS £CARTOONS!

Word to students: 'Walk lighted paths'

Can .you overdose on laughing?

'KENT STATE UNIVERSITY - Using the campus escort service is a
good way to protect yourself from sexual harassment while walking on
campus, said•Lai:ry Emling, director of satety and security for Residence
Services at Kent State.
However, some students complain that the escort service is too slow.
Escorts are assigned an area and must transfer students to another escort if
the destination is out of their assigned area.
Emling said no one can.completely prevent inciden'ts li~indecent exposure, or guarantee that every criminal will be caught: "But there are ways
on this campus for students to protect themselves from bing victimized," he
said. "Wal-k the lighted paths, call the escort service and alert the police or
Residence Services if the lighting in place is out."

MU's simulated United Nations
winning some real awar·ds
.By VIRGINIA K. CROWE .

Go for it!

Reporter

Order The Far Side Gallery which ·
contains all 600 cartoons from The Far
Side, Bevond The Far Side, and In Search
nf The Far Side. Or, order The Far Side Gallery 2 which contains all·600 cartoons
from Bride of The Far Side, Valley of The Far Side, and It Came From The Far Side.
Order you,:: copies now.

Nations help students to realize the difficulty in solving the world's problems,
Angela S. White, Ripley graduate student and vice president of the group,
said.
" When we get there, we ·a ssume the
character," White said. "We're no
longer students from Marshall or from
WVU. We become students from Bulgaria or Argentina."

Attempting to solve the world's problems may not sound like the ideal way
to spend a weekend, but some Marshall
students won awards for doing just
that.
,·-----------------------------,------------•,
l Please send me _ _ _ cppies of Th, Far Sid, Gallery at $9.95 plus S1.00 for postage and handling I
Members of Marshall's Model UniI rcr hook.
I ted Nations won two awards at a conPlease
send
me
_
_
_
copies
of
Th,
Far
Side
Galler_
v
2
at
$9.95
plus
Sl.00
for
postage
and
I
£
• J ackson ,s M'll
White said the model United Nations
I
erence Jn
1 l ast weekend . debated
t handling per book.
I
such topics as the Persian
Total enclosed i s - -- -I
The conference was attended by stu- Gulf, the effectiveness of the United
.\\akc check payable to Andrews and McMecl. ·Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery,
dents from schools across the state. Nations and population control. They
Check
."1oney Order
D VISA
D MasterCard.
Marshall
had 10 representatives who also thought out solutions. "We said we
1
~amc - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
took on the roles of delegates from five · wanted to see a ce·ase fire in the gulf.
:\JJress - - -- -- - - - - - ' - - - - -- - - -- -- -- - - - I
foreign countries in a model United But it's so complicated. There's a lot of
c;iv _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ State - - -- - Zip,_ _ _ _ __ I Nations. Marshall's delegates for the conditions that go along with that."<:rcJ,1 Card=- - -- - -- -- MasterCard Interbank#_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
United Arab Emirites were voted as
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I were also on the Security Council which ence in Cleveland in the spring. They
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against cancer can be

c09ked up in your kitchen.
I
call us.

9 AMERICAN CANCER SOCETY.

All students in the C~llege of Liberal
Arts need adviser's signature and stamp
to register for spring semester. More
information is available at Academic
Ad-rising Center in Old Main B-2 or by
calling 696-3169.
"Et Cetera," MU's Literary Magazine,
will accept poetry, fiction and essays
through Nov. 15 in Corbly 402-A. Cash
prizes will be offered. More information is available by calling 696-6645.
Gamma Beta Phi will have business

meeting today at 4 p.m. in Campus
Christian Center.
Campus·Enter'lainment Unlimited will

feature "Sierra" today at 9 p.m in Marco's. More information is available by
calling 696-2290.
"Rape: Information and Prevention
Strategies," will be presented today from

8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Memorial Student
Center 2W22 as part of Fall Focus
Week sponsored by Women's Center.
More information is available by calling 696-3112.

at 9:15 p.m. in Campus Christian Center. More information is available by
calling 696-2444.

be Wednesday at 9 p.m. in. Alumni
L?unge.
Cinema Arts Committee of CEU will
sponsor the movie, "Native Son," Nov.
13 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Marco's. More
information is available by calling
696-2290.
.

Musllm Students. Association meets

every Friday at 1 p.m. and every Sunday at 6 p.m. at 1405 Seventh Ave.
More information is available by calling 5~9-3633.

Cinema Arts Committee of CEU will
meet Nov. 16 at5 p.m. in Marco's. More
information is available by calling
696-229Q.

WORDS TO
THE WISE

- "Thursday Night Together Bible Study"

sponsored by Baptist Student Union
will be offered Thursdays 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. in Campus Christian Center.

Professmnal word processing for rtsur:lts. reporr~':"

correspondence and more.

-kinko•s·
-......

Coffeehouse Committee will meet

Nov. 17 at 9:15 in Memorial Student
Guided Meditation sponsored by UniCenter 2W38. More information is avail:" ted Methodist Cainpus Ministry will 6.e
331 Hal Greer Blvd.
able by calling 696-2290. .
Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in Campus
(Across
From Old Main)
Christian
Center.
More
information
is
Mass Choir will sponsor a talent show available by calling.Rev. Susan 'Carse529-6110
in Smith 154. There will be cash prizes McLocklin at 696-2444.
and those interested should contact
Tamara Eubanks at 696-5656, Andrea
McClinton at 525-3093 or Angela
. - ·, f ,'
~
1-64 Exit Six 1516 Madison Ave.
Charlton at 696-5819.
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Campus Entertainment Unlimited will

sponsor singer/guitarist Rob Harris·
Nov. 19 at 9 p.m. in Marco's. More
information is available by calling
. . ,
Returning Student Organization will · 696-2290. meet Friday at 3:30 p.m. in Prichard
Arts Commltt• of CEU will
143. More information is available by
sponsorthemovies, "American Anthem,"
calling Patiy Carman at 696-6420.
"American Graffitti" and "Sweet LibCinema Arts Committee will sponsor erty," Nov. 20 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
the movie, "E.1'.," Friday at3 p.m. and Marco's. More information is aYailable
··
g p.m. in Marco's. More information is by calling 696-2290.
.\
available by calling 696-2290.
Cinema Arts Committee of CEU will ·
"Mother's Support Group," a program meet Nov. 23 at 5 p.m. in Marco's. More
for student and/ or working mothers, information is available by calling
.
will be presented Friday from noon to 1 696-2290.
p.m. in Prichard 143 as part of Fall
Coffeehouse Committee will meet
Focus Week sponsored by Women's
Nov. 24 at 9:15 p.m. in Memorial Stu
Center.
dent Center 2W38. More information is
MOMS is sponsoring · a time man- available by calling 696-2290.
agement seminar Friday from noon to
Campus Entertainment-Unlimited will
1 p.m. in Women's Center Prichard 143.
More inform~tion is available by cal- sponsor comedian/singer Dave Rudolf
Nov. 30 at 9 p.m. in Marco's. More
ling 696-3112.
information is available by calling .
Slack United Students will sponsor 696-2290.
Black Awareness Week Soul Food
Campus Entertainment Unllmlted will
Feast/Awards Banquet Sunday at 5
p.m. in Don Morris Room Memorial sponsor "The Trend" Dec. 3 at 9 p.m. in
Student Center. All student tickets are Marco's. More information is available
$3.50. More information is available by by calling 696-2290.
calling 696-6705.
Cinema Arts CommlttN of CEU will
Black United Students will sponsor sponsor the movies, "Mr..Smith Goes
Black Awareness Week Fashion Show to Washington" and "It's a Wonderful
Extravaganza Monday at 7 p.m. in Life," Dec. 4 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
Don Morris Room Memorial Student . Marco's: More information is available
Center. More information is available by calling 696-2290.
by calling 696-6705.
CoffeehouH Committee will sponsor
Cinema Arts Committee of CEU will Bub and Scott Dec: 10 at 9 p: m. in Marmeet Monday at 5 p.m. in Marco's. co's. More information is available by
More information is available by cal- calling 696-2290.
ling 696-2290.
Cinema.Arts Committee ofCEU will
Library Public Service Department will sponsor the movie, "A Miracle on 34th
sponsor a reception and tour for new Street," Nov. 11 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
faculty and persons interested Tues- Marco's. More information is available
day from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Hoffman by calling 696-2290.
Room onthird floor of the library. More
Ski Club will sponsor a ski trip Jan.
information is available by calling.6962342.
'
7-13 to Vail Colorado. The trip is $485
and includes round trip flight, six night
Coffeehouse Committee will meet condominium stay and five day lift
Tuesday at 9:15 p.m. in Memorial Stu- tickets. More information is available
dent Center 2W38. More information is by calling Sharon Stanton at 696-2943.
available by calling 696-2290.
P.R.O.W.L. sponsors fellowship and
Campus Entertainment Unlimited will Bible study Tuesdays 8 to 10 p.m. at
sponsor magician Charles Greene Tues- Campus Christian Center. More inforday at 9 p.m. in Marco's. More informa- mation is available by calling 696-2444.
tion is available by calling 696-2290.

Cinema

Huntington, WV 419-3511
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M-Th

Visit
the
Alpine
Village

$1.99

Fri-Sat-SUn. $2.69

Ewnlng Buffet

.

$5.99

Alpi~ Village Club Prime Rib
Dinner - $3.99~R . $9.50 .

Club!

Wiggin's F9st Free Deliv~ry--525-1591 -

0

"Night Chapel, the Middle of the Week
Race awam... Hmlnar sponsored h}' Pick-me-up" sponsored by Baptist CamStµ~nt G~vemment ~ t i o n . wjll : :p_µs I\Jinistry·w:ilH,ejmlry•Wedli~ay.•

Stylists -- Cathy Fowler, Donna Diamond, Barb Nelson,
Richard Boggs, Gregg VanHoose, E. O'Dell Lucas-Owner
1118 6th Ave_., Huntington, VIN 525-7898
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IF YOU WANT TO BE
· A PHYSICIAN,
WE'LL PAY FOR IT.
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If you're willing to invest your skills
and knowledge as an Air Force
medical officer, we'll invest in you
and pay your way through medical
school. lrs the Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship Program.
It pays for:
• Tuition;
• Books, supplies, equipment and
lob fees;
• Plus o monthly income of more ·
than $550.
Coll

-:
:·•
i(

M.Sgt Ed Blevins Call Collect
703-552-6472
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St~dent senate election next week;
vice president predicts close :. race

Social work students
get opportunity
to voice opinions

There is one vacant seat for College
Hines, Culloden junior, said, "It's going
to be a close race, a lot of competition. . of Science. Candidates are: Terry L.
We hope voter turnout will be better Sizemore, Oak Hill sophomore; Angela
D. Kiser, Branchland junior; Jon T.
than in previous elections."
Student Sena te elections to select
To vote, students must have picture Jack, Martinsburg senior; and Tom
representatives for each college on cam- identification, preferably an MU I.D., Riley.
Candidates for the College of Busipus are Wednesday, Nov. 11.
ancl an activity card.
Polling places are Smith Hall lobby,
There are two vacant seats for Col- ness are: Robert B. Stigall, Charleston
Memorial Student Center, Twin Tow- lege of Education representatives. Can- sophomore; Dee Hicks, Poca junior;
ers West. a nd Corbly Hall lobby. Polls didates are: Cheryl D. Goodman, Hun- and Lisa Williams.
There are two vacant seats for Colwill be open from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in tington junior; Heather D. Shannon,
Twin Towers West and Corbly Hall. Kenova junior; Jill Cherie Lester, Hun- lege of Liberal Arts. Candidates are:
.Polls in Smith Hall a nd Memorial Stu- tington junior; and Lynn Woods, Willi- Norma K. Rhodes, Langsville, Ohio,
junior; Jonathan S. Gordon, Summersdent Center will be open from 9 a.m. to amson sophomore.
6:45 p.m.
Candidates campaigning for the Col- ville senior; Sean M . "Speedy" Gordon ,
There a re 19 candidates battling for lege of Nursing seat are: John M. Lexington, Ky:, sophomore; Bill G.
seven vaca nt seats on.Student Senate_ Konieczny of Huntington , Suzanne Ga'rdner , Richwood senior; and Ben W.
Petrey, Huntington senior.
Student Body Yice Pre~iden't Kelly J . Collins and Tracey Utt.

By NICK SCHWEITZER
Reporter

-- ...

Black Awarene~s Week for everyone, says Davis
By DIANA CAMPBELL .
Reporter

Black Awareness Week, beginning
Sunday and continuing .through Friday, is for the entire campus, not just .
black students, said Maurice A. " Tony"
Davis. coordinator ofminority students
programs.
··it is a national program even though
it is not celebrated at the same time
across the nation,:' Davis said. "It' s for
everybody. We want to make people
aware of the black community."
Last year, Black Awareness Week
was not observed by the University
because the students wanted to move
the week from the spring semester to
the fall, Davis explained. This gives

,,.,

the minority students a major activity
for both semesters because Black History Month is celebrated during the
spring.

Activities get started Sunday with a
gospel jubilee by the Sigma Gamma
Rho sisters, one of the black sororit_ies
on campus, who will be observing founder's week next week. A soul food feast · Campus Entertainment Unlimited
will be sponsored by Biack Onited Stu- will sponsor a performance by Charles
dents in conjunction witb the jubilee. Green the·.Magician.Tuesday 9 p.m. at
Awards will be given by BUS m~bera - Marcos.- . .
• /
to community and campus leaders. AdWallace Terry-author of the best-selmission is $6.50 for1the public and $3.50 ling book "Bloods" will talk Thursday
for students.
•
7 p.m. in the Memorial Student CenMonday BUS is sponsoring a fashion ter•~ 'Don Morris Room. His book, a
show in the Don Morris Room at 7:30 documentary about black Vietnam We.r
p.m. Casual, business, sports and weds veterans, is being developed for motion '
ding fashions donated from twelve area picture!! and stage.
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$159°0

Case ½ price when you purchase guitar

lHESIGMA
GUITAR
Designed with specifications
similar to the Martin Guitar
and inspected by CF Martin
employees. Available in a
wide variety of'styles with a full
one year warranty.
C.F. Martin Authorized Dealer

KEYTEK- K30
Personal Keyboard
Reg.$380

SALE $239
Includes: Carry Case & Adaptor
Others Priced From $69
Special MU Discounts
Do Not Apply On These Items.

CLASSIFIED
ONE BEDROOM Southside apartments

for rent. Water and garbage paid •·
LOW UTI LITIES. Call 525- 9275. after
5 00 pm.
bedroom furnished or _
unfurnished apartments. Near cam pus.
Call 522-3187

Cost for everything 1s $988. A
deposit is required this week.
Anyone is eligi ble. For more Information call 696- 2360.

1988.
$100

ONE OR TWO
\

A TRtr TO LONDON is being organized for ."1arch 8 through March 15.

.~..... ...• ,--- - -

iSavoir aire - -i*
* .

'
919 8th St. :

I Hair Salon
-MU Specials I

1010 3rd Ave., Downtown Huntington 6~7-4211

Sigma GCS4 ...6 String
Auditorium Guitar... Reg. $249_

---

Social work students will have
an opportunity 'to voice their
opinion.
Dr. William E. Coffey, assistant vice president of academic
affairs, will meet Tuesday and
Wednesday with social work students, faculty and the public. Both
, meetings will be on the eighth
floor of Smith Hall. Tuesday's
meeting is at noon. Wednesday's
meeting is at 5 p.m.
· Coffey said, " I planned different times on separate days so all
socia l work students and the faculty would have an opportunity
to attend."
Social work students have said
President Dale F. Nitzschke has
broken promises he made to keep
them informed of changes in the
program.
Nitzschke said the only agreement made by the administration
to meet with students was made
by Dr. Ca rol Ann Smith; vice
president of academic affairs.
Smith has said she ma.de an
agreement last spring with the
deans of the College of Liberal
Arts to meet with social work
students, faculty and the publi<;..
on Friday afternoons, but said
she did not 'think anyone ever
showed up for the meetings.
However, Smith said she gave
responsibility for the program to
Coffey in October. .

1••··························••1

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE

I

stores will be featured. General admission is $2 and $1.50 for students.
The stores involved are Susie's Casuals, Ups and Down, Emphasis, Hit or
Miss, Belles, Chess King,.Foot Locker,
Lane Bryant, Fashion Bug, Ba\er's
Shoes, Master's Tuxedo and Bride's
Comer.
·

By SUSAN K. LAMBERT
Reporter

Adoption
by professional married couple. Loving home, everyopportunity. Expenses
paid. Call 304-594-3 197 collect after
5 :30 p.m.
ABORTION AL_TERNATIVE

.. .

525-0857!
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Scores

co,umns

Highlights

Herd o·n the hunt for crown
Greg
Stone

Sendoff for players, radio-show on tap
By JIM KEYSER
Reporter

Alums taking
an interest in·
Herd-Appy game
Oddsmakers in Las Vegas make their
living calculating odds by statistics,
formulas and winning percentages. However, Don Morris, the well-known Marshall grad who has a room in the
Memorial Student Center named after
him, went about things a little differently the other day when he figured
Marshall was 118 points better than
Appy State, our opponent Saturday.
That's right, we're spotting 118 points
to the nation's second-ranked 1-AA team
and the conference leader. Actually,
Morris' method was quite simple, although a litle unorthodox and not quite
scientific.
You see, Marshall beat Louisville 3431 on Oct. 10 to start its current fourgame winning streak, which has
vaulted the Herd to No. 18 in the nation. ·
That's a plus three for Marshall . .
After Purdue and Louisville tied, the
Boilermakers beat Illinois 9-3. Plus six
for Marshall. Get-the picture?
.
Morris, the long-time director of the
Shawkey Student Union, (the Memorial Student Center's predecessor) kept
adding up the points until he found a
stopping point: Appy vs. South Carolina. The Gamecocks beat Appy 24-3,
giving Marshall a 21-point surplus,
raising the total to 118.
"I just did it on a lark," Morris said,
reassuring me he didn't take the method
seriously. "After Louisville tied Purdue
and we beat Louisville, I thought I
could make something out of it. But I
could probably make it to where we'd
be losing (to Appy) by 100 points.''.

•

•

•

Meanwhile, Sam Stanley, another·
former Marshall grad, called to remind
me the Herd football team was in a
similar situation 30 years ago: Both
Marshall and Miami of Ohio sat atop
the Mid-American Conference with 4-0
records going into an all-important
game between the teams Nov. 9.
Stanley, who is now Director of Information Services for Cabell County
·Schools, was then sports editor of The
Parthenon, which regularly came out
only on Wednesdays and Fridays.
But Stanley persuaded the journalism faculty to let him take a staff to
' Oxford, Ohio, to cover the clash. But,
alas, fate sidestepped the Herd, as it
has seemed to over and over since, and
the Redskins won 25-13. The deciding
period was a torrid four and one-half
minute span to open the second half.
"I remember our headline was 'The
Fatal 4 1/2,"' Stanley said.
Stanley received both his undergraduate and master's degrees in journalism
from Marshall and now resides in
Spring Valley.

HELP A FRIEND BREAK
A l1ABIT ON NOV. 20.
... ~ ... .~.-.'It ,, .. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l

To say Marshall's game with Appalachian State this Saturday ia important might be the undenta&emmtof
the year.
·
When the second-place Herd travels to Boone this weekend to play the
conference-leading Mountaineen, it
will be in search of ita ftnt evw
Southern Conferencecham~
Appy also is rated No. 2
in Division I-AA. The Herd ia rated 18th.
MU Coach George Chaumplmowa
what is at stake, and he aaid he
hopes his players do, too.
"Iftheyaren'treadyforthiagame,
they must be dead," Chaump said
jokingly after practice Wednesday
night. "I think they realize what it
could mean, and they're all coming
together. We're getting a lot more
unified.''
As for what to expect from Appy-,
Chaump said he doesn't think it will
be anything special.
"It will be a very phyaical/ame.
They are big and strong an very
fundamentally sound. They juat play
good, basicfootball. Wedon'tu.pect
a team that makes mistakee, becauae .
we know how well they execute.
They are the champs of the league,
so we know they will be ready to go."
At the same time, Chaump doesn't
see the Herd doing anything out of
the ordinary either. "We go into
each game with a game plan, and
they are all somewhat different, eo
we'll have a few different wrinkles.
But we are not going to try anything
fancy. We have to try to cut down
our mistakes and play the best game
we possibly can."
Chaump said there hasn't been
any great reaction among players to
Marshall's breaking into the latest
Division 1-AA Top 20 poll. They
have handled it very well, he aaid,
and their attitude in practice has
been good. "It's a nice honor, but we
all know the last one (poll) ia the

.I
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Photo by CHRIS HANCOCK

M• rahall's Cecil Fletcher gets a facemask full of VMI quarterback Dave
Brown during the Herd's '4 2-7 win two weeks ago.
only important one. That's why I
didn't get upset over our poor start,
because it's the end of the season
that matters.''
The way things are going now,
Chaump said this is the biggest
game of his Marshall coaching
tenure. Evidently, Marshall students
and Huntington residents think so
too.
Activities kicked offThursday morning when Mayor Robert R. Nelson
was joined by Chaump at his weekly
preee conference. Nelson encouraged
the city to support the Herd in its
quest for the title.
Activities were scheduled to continue Thursday night with a bonfire
and pep rally at the intramural field.
This morning, WTCR color analyst
Chuck Black is hosting a live show
at the Henderson Center from 6:30

to 8 a.m., at which time the team will
board its buses and receive a police
escort to the 29th Street entrana,of
1-64.
Kickoff time for the game is 1:30
p.m., and tickets still are available
for $12 at the Henderson Center
ticket office.
For those making the road trip,
the easiest way to get to Boone, N .C.,
is 1-64 to Charleston, then the West
Virginia Turnpike and I-77 to Wytheville, Va. From Wytheville, take 1-81
south to Glade Spring, then go south
on Route 91 and U.S. 421 to U.S. 321
to Boone.
. . The game will be televised by
WSAZ-TV, Channel 3 in association
with Liberty Broadcast Network. Bob
Bowen will do play-by-play and Dan
Shoemaker color commentatary.

Big sports Weekend big
for Lady Herd c9ach too .
By DOUG SMOCK
Sports Writer

friend," McConnell said. "She's the
best post player I've ever seen and it's
their dream to play (college) basketball
together." ·

-----

It's a big weekend for Marshall and
area high school football teams, but
Not all of the recruits will be flying in
don't tell Lady Herd assistant basket- from all points-one of the five is Hunball coach Barb McConnell - five blue- tington East standout Donna Abbott.
chip recruits will visit campus this Abbott will be joined by another West
weekend.
Virginia star, Heather Brown ofWeirton.
This weekend is the last before the
The other two visitors are from Ohio.
November early signing period, which Gina Turner of Chillicothe made firststarts Wednesday and lasts a week.
team all-state as a junior, which
Headlining the group will be 6-foot-2 McConnell said is no easy feat. D'Nelle
Kieishsha Garnes, a New York senior Seiple of Youngstown rounds out the
touted by Street and Smith's magazine contingent.
as a national All-American. McConMcConnell said she is looking for an
nell was particularly excited about her early recruiting succ~ss. "If we could,
chances to sign Garnes, a teammate of we will sign all five early," she said. :•It
Herd freshman Sylear Jackson.
would be our biggest recruiting season
· · "She's· Sylear1s· teammate and best • : ever.'' • • • • • • • • ..- , • • • • , • , • • • • • • ,
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Science-From Page 1
project would probably be finished by
now."
The BOR " shut down" the plans
once again Oct. 22 af~er it rejected the
estimated $21.8 million budget proposal for renovation costs of the old
building, he said.
The maximum amount of funding
the BOR said it could allocate to renova tion is $7.2 million.
Ha nrahan said a rchitects may be
a ble to cut some of the costs without
ha rming the program's integrity.
"We will have to go back and trim off
the changes of minor importance," he
said. " But we won't be able to make
any major reductions."
While Hanrahan said he was not
surprised at the BOR's decision, he
said further delay wilJ· not help the1.
situa tion.
" It's absurd to let a project la g for so ·
long,'' he said. "You can't opera te a
university this way."
·
Legislative concern over the construction of a new football stadium also is
adding to the renovation 's delay, he
said.
" If you a sk a person on the street·
whether or not the Science Building is
finished, they will proba bly say it was
completed years ago," h e said. "Most
people are more concerned about getting a new football stadium or a fine
a rts building.''.

Default-. From Page 1
tutions with information like the student's need for assista nce, citizenship,
whether h e or she is ma king satisfactory progress towa rd a degree or not
etc. If the student meets these criteria;
it is n ot in our power to turn them
down."
Miller said the student's repayment
-responsibilities don't start until after
he or she leaves school. Thus, Ma rshall
h as no real function in the collection
process other tha n providing the lending institutions with updated addresses
if they a re a vailable.
Miller sa id Bennett's pla n is just a
proposal a nd would n ot take effect
until 1990.
"Mr. Bennett might not even be in
·office in 1990. Between now a nd then,
there n eeds to b"e some real deba te
a bout how helpful the plan really will
be," Miller said.

Engineer's safe-t y is goal
By LEITH MURRAY
Reporter

A student ch a pter of the American
Society of Safety Engineers has been
established by the Mining, Occupation, Transportation a nd Safety
Department.
The ASSE is the professional
safety association in the United
States and h as chapters worldwide
with membership in excess of20,000.
The Marsha ll chapter has 12 members.
Dr. RonaldJ. Hawley is the faculty

adviser. The chapter adviser is David
Cooper, president of the West Virginia Chapter of the ASSE a nd a
graduate of Marshall.
Meetings are scheduled for the
third Thursday of each month.
The next meeting is Nov. 19 at
6:30 p.m. in Gullickson Hall-3.
Officers for the group are R. Steven
Thomas, president; Bobby G. Morey,
vice-president; a nd Pa tty Cazad ,
secretary / treasurer.
More information regarding the
ch a pter may be obtained by calling
Dr. Hawley a t 696-3067.

Editor to speak on
newspapers' future
Marshall j 1umnus Burl Osborne, president and ed';t;r of The Dallas Morning
News, will adaress the topic "The
Future of Newspapers " in a speech at 8
p.m. Friday in the Memorial• Student,
according to MU Sesquicentennial
Chairman Sam Clagg.
Osborne, a Boyd County, Ky. native
and a 1960 graduate of Marshall, will
be the last of a series of four distinguished MU alumni to return to campus to sp~ak as a pa rt of the university's year-long Sesquicentennial celebration, Clagg said.

Now that you've gotten into Marshall,
IBM can help you get more out of it.
The road to ~rmluation is pawd
with term papt'rs. lah reports. <"ram min~.
all-ni.~ hters and. oft-our:-w. t•xams.
'It, t•ast• that jounw~ and awaken
your proli.•ssor:- to ~our 1·,,·.. ptional
ahilities. ,n· su~t•:4 tlu· 111'\\t'sl 1111•111lwr
of the IB\P H•r:-onal S~:-t1•111 /F fa mil~ :
the \lodel L> Collt•~iatt·.
.
It":- a hi~h-pow1·n·d 1wr:-onal rnmpull'r with a,ha111·1·d ~rnphi<':- <'apahiliti1•:-.
desi~11•d to fit Oil ~our desk without
addinuio
till' l'lutlt'r: -\IHI it 1·omes with
t"'
a t"'uem·rmis (»ti h.B memon.
two :Ll"
•
diskette driws and an aid pa<'ka~1· 1·,1•r~
:-tudent eall appn·<'iall'-a hi~ di:-1·ot111t.

plus \I ierosoft' \\ i1Hlow:- I.I 1-t-. \\ ritt•. Paillt.
C mlfil,·. IB\1 DOS 33 arnla 111011:-1•.
,
Pop in tlw load-arnl-~o disk1•tt1· and
rnur \l°'lt·l :2SCollt-giall' i:- :-d to lwlp
~ou "ritt· alld n·, i:-1• Ion~ pap1•r:- and
illu:-tralt' your point:- h~ rnmhining
\\onl,- .uul graph ii'~. :-io ~otir proli•:-;.-.ors
"ill dra\\ fm orahl1• 1·oru-l11:-ion:- ahout
,our \\ork.
for 11u •r1· illformatioll oil th1• \lodt'I
:2.1 Collt·giatt·. , i:-it th1• IB\I Edurnt ion
Product Coordinator oil 1·a1111111:-.
'-n1·11 q11il'kl~ l1•arn how lo ~l't tht•
1110:-I out of tlw IB\I Pt•r:-onal § : =-=;-=,~= t·
S, .. 11•111 /2.

M1cro~ft 1s a reg1~tered trad~mark of the Microsoft co, poratton. IBM 1sa registered trademark and Personal System/2 ,sa irademarkof the International

Business Mach,nesCorporat,on.

r IBM 1987.

Author tells view of
'serious adult novel'
Pola rization constitutes the la ndsca pe of modern literature, according
t o a author who visited Marshall
Wednesday.
·
Chaim Potok, a novelist who writes
about compemorary Jewish life in
America, spoke in Old Main auditorium as a part of the Marshall Artist
Series.
Potok shared stories about his first
experience with what he called a
"serious adult novel" and told the audience about his views of polarization
and literature.
Potok also discussed serious fiction,
and how that style of writing can
" infuriate" a reader by taking private
traits and placing them in. the public
image.
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